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Caley Green Update

At the recent Open Meeting NwW Parish Council gave a presentation on the erosion problems at Caley Green. This presentation
included a number of options, together with a conclusion on each option’s viability. One option presented is to build a modest jetty
at the site, see below.
Option 5: To build a jetty at ditch side of new revetment area
Advantages: Will provide an easy launch area for watercraft, avoiding damage to Caley Green. Will encourage water users to use
this point and lessen wear and tear on other stretches of the riverbank, particularly since numbers of water users has increased
significantly. Fulfils criteria of encouraging water recreation.
Disadvantages: May attract increased number of people to the area. Extra funding would be required.
Conclusion: This may be a viable option although funding would need to be secured. Not clear how much demand there is for
this amongst residents.
We envisage such a jetty to be approximately
2m in length, and 1m in width, similar in
appearance to the one positioned after the
weir - see photo.
However, we are keen to represent the
wishes of all residents regarding this as there
are both advantages and disadvantages.
Comments made by residents during the
survey and at the Open Meeting indicate that
there are strong views for and against providing
at jetty at Caley Green. We therefore invite
residents to comment on this option via the
email caleygreenproject@gmail.com or via
the Post office. Please direct all comments
to the Parish Council so we can collate
accurately.

The PC were asked to clarify the width/length orientation to avoid confusion. They state: “The length is the side running alongside the riverbank”
Note: The PC’s presentation can be viewed at http://www.naylandandwiston.net/ under the heading Caley Green Campaign.

RIVER WATCH
Thank you to those who kindly allow use of your interesting
photogaphs to be included in the Community Times. As always
if you spot anything of interest or unusual,do please send
details for inclusion here to: lorraine.nayland@btinternet.com
The Environment Agency (EA) state: any environmental
incidents should be reported to their 24 hour hotline number:
0800 80 70 60.

WATER LEVELS
Water levels seem to have returned to their seasonal norm and
the flood channel doing its job when necessary of diverting high
water levels away from the village and down the flood channel.

AVIAN INFLUENZA (BIRD FLU)
The Government have warned of outbreaks of Bird Flu. If you
find dead wild waterfowl (swans, geese or ducks) or other dead
wild birds you should report them to the Defra helpline on 03459
335577. Do not touch or pick up any dead or visibly sick birds
that you find. For more information visit: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/avian-influenza-bird-flu#advice-for-the-public

SWANS
The Friends of Caley Green will have reported on the ongoing
swan turf wars. For many years we had the same pair of swans
in Nayland; this would change occasionally but it seems to have
changed more frequently in recent years.

“Should swans be fed bread”?
This is a question that came up in conversation recently.
Swans eat aquatic vegetation, small fish, frogs, worms, insects
and graze on grassy banks. They can be fed grain, sweetcorn
and vegetable matter, especially lettuce and potatoes but food
should be thrown into the water for them so that they can
swallow water with the food. Bread is no substitute for the
natural diet that the birds themselves will seek out but feeding
swans and other waterfowl is a great way to enjoy getting close
to them, to introduce children to wild creatures, and for everyone
to connect with nature.
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, the Wildfowl &
Wetlands Trust and the Swan Sanctuary all take this view.

Nayland’s 2021 cygnets, photo by Mandy Cook
The Queen’s Swan Marker has stated, “There has been a
great deal of press coverage in recent months regarding the
‘Ban the Bread’ campaign which is confusing many members
of the public. Supporters of the campaign claim that bread should
not be fed to swans on the grounds that it is bad for them. This
is not correct. Swans have been fed bread for many hundreds
of years without causing any ill effects. While bread may not be
the best dietary option for swans compared to their natural food
such as river weed, it has become a very important source of
energy for them, supplementing their natural diet. Malnutrition
will increases their vulnerability to fatal diseases like avian-flu
which has caused the deaths of many mute swans and other
waterfowl. There is no good reason not to feed bread to swans,
provided it is not mouldy. Swans are not greedy creatures and
cannot be overfed. I therefore encourage members of the public
to continue feeding swans to help improve their chances of
survival, especially through the winter.”
The views of these experts will hopefully answer that question.
Some residents in Nayland provide floating swan and duck
pellets; no wonder the village is a popular des res for swans.
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CALEY GREEN OPEN MEETING
on 2nd November
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Comment
Type

Postcards

Emails

Overall Overall % Nayland
total
%
Population

Mary George read a statement by James Finch, then
No additional
the PC’s rationale for action; the roles and responsibilities
36
17
planting
of the Environment Agency (EA), Suffolk County Council
(SCC) and Parish Council (PC) at Caley Green; and the AGAINST
29%
5%
57
Keep Green
aims and objectives of the meeting.
PLANTING
19
open
Patricia Wilkie spoke about the analysis of residents
views – little of this could be heard by those attending
Loss of view
2
in the hall or by Zoom.
Questions were invited.
Alternative
8
22
30

Adrian Amos questioned how the Parish Council could ALTERNATIVE to Planting
65%
11%
claim that those who did not respond to the public TO PLANTING
engagement could be considered to be in favour of
Petition
97
the proposals. He said that it was clear from the analysis
7%
1%
1
6
7
figures that 94% of those responding were against the IN FAVOUR PC
proposals or wanted an alternative to planting.
NO RESPONSE
1
1,011
84%

June Freeman asked what was urgent about resolving
be springtime now for planting.
the suggested erosion and started to read a short letter
submitted to the Parish Council by Professor Jules Pretty 
Chris Hunt asked why it was necessary to create more
she was asked not to continue as there wasn’t time.
biodiversity on this small section of the river when the rest of
OPTIONS
the river had an abundance of reed beds and no control of
Patricia Wilkie went through the remedial options. This
them carried out for many years. Patricia Wilkie said again
included 1. Aqualog; 2. planted coir rolls; 3. oak revetment; 4.
the meeting should concentrate on the proposal.
two lengths of oak revetment (totalling 12 metres) with an area
James Carr said the EA stopped cutting the reeds as they do
of planted coir roll in between and low growing reeds around
not have sufficient funding; reed cutting is only done where there
the mouth of the culvert (ditch); 5. option 4 with the addition of
is risk of flooding and this isn’t the situation in Nayland. He
a jetty near the culvert.
said the river has narrowed up with reed growth but it will find
PROPOSALS
its own level; he said it is healthier now. Reeds do not thrive
Patricia Wilkie said of these options their outline proposals
under trees. Silt removal in not the responsibility of the riparian
were option 4 with the addition of pockets of lower growing
owner. He said some work on the inner bend may help the
reeds at the mouth of the culvert. Questions were invited.
outer bank at Caley Green but there are no plans to do so.

Adrian Amos said reeds at the end of the ditch/culvert would

A resident said she found it strange that this small section of
eventually block the mouth and silt would back up causing a
the river has to be isolated in an application when it is set
blockage; this has caused flooding in the past.
within a river system full of biodiversity.

June Freeman said these two short lengths of revetment did

Asked why he wouldn’t support revetment for the whole length
not provide much room for launching river-craft and other
of the bay, James Carr said the EA has specific criteria when
riverside activities.
looking at permit for works applications and wants to see a
proportion of planting alongside any revetment.

John Spooner said there are fishing rights to consider; fishing
cannot be done from anywhere else on the Green as it is

Adrian Amos suggested that the landowner, in this case Suffolk
overgrown with reeds. Patricia Wilkie said the meeting is only
County Council, was responsible for the riparian growth across
to consider the proposal.
half of the river. He said that when Caley Green was created
PLANT LIST
in the 1960s following building the by-pass fishing rights were
Patricia Wilkie went through a proposed plant list:
given to residents and a bench was presented by the Darts
1. Apium Nodiflorum - Fool’s Watercress (height to 60cm)
Club for residents to sit and enjoy the view. Fishing rights
2. Veronica Beccabunga - Brooklime (height 45cm)
and enjoyment of the bench have now been lost due to
3. Veronica catenata – Water Speedwell (height 60cm)
excess reed growth. Patricia Wilkie said the meeting should
4. Myosotis scorpioides - Water Forget-me-not (plant and
focus only on the proposal.
flowers 30cm)

Gerry Battye asked if the proposal would hinder access to
5. Rorippa Nasturtium Aquaticum - Watercress (height 60cm)
the bank by the swans; James Carr said it wouldn’t.
6. Stachys palustris - Marsh Woundwort (plant and flowers
The presentation moved on to the subject of funding.
60-90cm)
Costings have not been carried out but the project could cost in
7. Mentha Aquatica - Water Mint (height to 90cm)
the region of £5,000. A grant of £750 had be secured towards
8. Butomus Umbellatus - Flowering Rush (flower stem 1replacement of the existing revetment. A representative of the
1.2 metre is taller than the grassy leaves)
Dedham Vale & Stour Valley AONB said this may qualify for a
Questions were invited.
Sustainable Development Grant through their organisation.

How will they be maintained? Mary George said they do not
Questions were invited. These included;
know; the plans have not gone that far yet.

How will planting be maintained? Mary George said they do

A resident complained at the overgrown nature of the river
not know yet as no solution has been agreed.
and fallen trees which were a hazard. James Carr said cuts
The meeting was told that the next steps would be:
in Government funding in the past decade prevented the EA
 The presentation would be available on the Parish Council’s
from doing work such as tree removal and reed cutting and
Dropbox web pages.
biodiversity policies have changed.
 Residents could make further comments – deadline will the
23rd November.

June Freeman said she challenged the urgency and seriousness
 An application would be submitted to the EA for a works permit
of the erosion but the PC or James Carr did not respond.
 They hope to undertake the work in Spring 2022.

How many species of plants will be included? James Carr said
Towards the end of the meeting Lorraine Brooks said
any number or all of them could be incorporated to provide
“I appreciate the PC don't consider it part of this project and for
diversity and see which did best the conditions at the location.
discussion tonight, but in view of the strong feelings expressed

Would a fence be needed to protect the plants? Patricia
this evening about the loss of fishing rights along the Green
Wilkie said a small barrier would be required while the plants
due to excessive reed growth will the PC now look towards
were establishing with a notice explaining why.
rectifying that." The PC indicated that they would.

What is the timescale? James Carr said it would need to be
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LETTERS:
Dear members of the Parish Council,
I write in my capacity as a Nayland resident to express views
on the proposed works at Caley Green.
I see the question through these four lenses:
1. The social benefit of access to the river from Caley Green is
important. It has been wonderful to see so many people use
the river at this point, especially children. This is the only open
access point to the river between Bures and Stratford. My
University research over the past 20 years has shown the
clear health benefits of activities in nature. In this sense, Caley
Green and the river provide an important health service.
2. River access is formally enshrined by the fact it is a Navigation
by law – not all rivers have such access. It thus remains an
important Common. I observe that this area is an important
component of the village and its range of commons – the dense
network of footpaths, the Fen, Caley Green, the horse-watering.
And the river itself.
3. In my view, the erosion itself is not a significant problem. The
outside bend of rivers always see faster water travel, so it appears
as if there would be significant risk. But this energy in the river
does not occur at this bend because of the presence of the
overspill channel to take away high and fast water flows.
4. The river and its banks are already highly ecologically diverse,
and there is no obvious need for more specific bankside
habitat.
I remain unconvinced that new plantings are desirable. They
could appear to restrict access to the river, and I can imagine
conflict emerging if and when a part of the bank is fenced off.
What I would be in favour of, for example, would be a discussion
on how some parts of Caley Green could be left unmown, so that
wild flower habitats could flourish. A strip along the road, for example,
could be left and improve plant and insect diversity greatly.
Professor Jules Pretty OBE PFHEA FRSB FRSA
President, Essex Wildlife Trust - Trustee, WWF-UK

CALEY GREEN OPEN MEETING, A SHAMBLES?
There’s been a public engagement and now an open meeting,
the latter turning out to be rather frustrating. Confusion occurred
from the outset with mixed messages over restrictions about who
could attend in the hall; was it one person per household or not?
Would it even be worth attending by Zoom; if it was as suggested
just to observe. Then the Zoom link which was advertised on
their posters as being made publicly available was not and some
requests to councillors for a Zoom link were not forthcoming.
In the event those attending the hall could not hear; speakers
were not organised to stand facing the meeting, removing their
masks at safe distance to speak and project their voices despite
the well known problems with acoustics in the hall. It was worse
for the Zoomers; they could not hear, they could not see the
presentation screen, and very few of their questions were put
forward to the meeting. Most people left the hall saying what
a waste of time that was.
Analysis.... The results of the 'public engagement' carried
out in late August were revealed. The PC’s analysis revealed
overall that 16 % of residents submitted responses; less than 1%
(7 people out of a population of 1,199) supported the PC.
Looking at the results in terms of percentages of those who
responded the PC’s figures show:
AGAINST PLANTING - 29%
WANTING ALTERNATIVE TO PLANTING - 65%
IN FAVOUR OF PC PROPOSALS - 7%
Who recalls Jackanory? The speech given accompanying
the analysis results during the open meeting declared this was
not a defeat of the proposals. Really? Can anyone make sense
of that declaration? Has democracy disappeared in Nayland,
is it now an authoritarian parish?

So what’s new?
Not much; instead of replacing 10 metres of oak revetment near
the bench they are now proposing 5m there and 7m ‘somewhere’
further round the bend. They are not disclosing measurements
for the length and breadth of a peculiar shaped planting area
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REFLECTIONS OF THE OPEN MEETING
As the meeting about Caley Green on 2 November closed, a
spontaneous exchange of comments such as ‘Well, that was a
waste of time’ and ‘That’s two hours of my life lost’ captured
the strong sense of disappointment felt by many of the departing
audience.
Described as an open meeting it had appeared to invite
villagers to participate in an exploratory discussion regarding
the management of the bay at Caley Green. When the meeting
started, however, it became apparent that the PC had already
decided that 1) the overwhelming problem at the bay was the
imminent danger of erosion and 2) the meeting would concentrate
on presenting a preprepared plan for addressing this.
Nayland resident, Jules Pretty, a Professor of Environment and
Society at the University of Essex, had some weeks previously,
submitted a letter to the PC stating that, in his judgement, the
problem of erosion in the bay was ‘slight’. Though this obviously
had planning implications for the bay, the PC failed to make
any response to this. An audience request that the issue of
erosion be discussed early in the meeting was also summarily
dismissed. Only after an extended presentation of the Council’s
pre-prepared plan was an opportunity granted to discuss erosion.
But to discuss your problem after presenting your solution
makes no sense.
By effectively imposing a closed agenda councillors dominated
the meeting. The fact that the PC’s new proposal scarcely
varied from an earlier Council proposal which had gained the
support of only 1% of villagers, also did little to stimulate
constructive discussion.
It is therefore felt that, in the interests of transparency and
good communications, a description of the possible options for
managing the bay at Caley Green, including leaving the edge
of the river in its current state i.e. as a natural bend, untainted
by any ‘development’, however well meant, should be presented
in the next issue of the Community Times, and readers invited
to vote for the option they most favour. The assessment of
these votes should then be placed in the hands of an agreed
independent body.
Richard Cave, Ann Channon, June Freeman,
Chris Hunt, Roy Norfolk, Trevor Smy

Who is responsible for what?
Suffolk County Council
Are the landowners of Caley Green with riparian responsibilities.
Nayland with Wissington Parish Council
Have a licence agreement with SCC to manage aspects of the
Green; it lists:
to manage the grass and growth of the area
to manage the Fishing Rights on the bank
to control necessary signage to manage the current use of
Caley Green
to manage the siting, maintenance, installation and emptying
of waste bins, dog excrement bins, benches
to manage the access to the river
to organise minor tree work but only after advising the Licensor
The Environment Agency’s responsibilities are:
managing the risk of flooding from rivers and waterways
maintaining Navigation Rights: they sell river craft licences
Fisheries; they sell rod licences
water quality and resources
conservation and ecology
regulating major industry and waste
treatment of contaminated land
which appears to curve into the river bend. The dreadfully out
of scale graphic included in their presentation is deceiving and
makes it look like the revetment will be much longer than it will
be. They have at least now revealed a list of proposed plants.
Further comments.... The PC said further comments
could be made until 23rd November BUT how can comments
be made on what is still vague information?
Lorraine Brooks
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PC’S PROPOSAL VISUAL
These were the images presented to residents at the Open
Meeting on 2nd November. They are NOT to scale. They include:
5m revetment in front of the bench
A new 7m revetment at the point of highest erosion - where will
this be?
Planted coir rolls along the bank between the two revetments
(the breadth from the bank into the river is not known)
Plant low level reeds either side of the culvert/ditch (the position
of the culvert is incorrect on the drawings and there are already
tall reeds in part of this area)
There was mention of a jetty to be approx. 2m in length x 1m width
The PC’s images are totally inaccurate. The gully is close
alongside the boundary hedge of the neighbouring property. The
revetment shown is nowhere near the bench, etc, etc.

AERIAL PHOTO PLAN
This is a drone photograph of the area. The
bench at Caley Green measures exactly two
metres so this was used as the scale. It was
therefore very simple to create a 5 metre and a
7 metre marker for the proposed revetments.
Because the PC’s details are misleading the
only element that can be located with any
confidence is the 5m revetment by the bench.
The first image shows the 7m revetment allowing
space for a ‘pocket’ of low reeds near the culvert.
It also indicates where a portage platform (which
they are calling a jetty) may be located.
The second image shows the 7m revetment
further along where there may be higher erosion.
So would that then mean the ‘pocket’ of reeds
became substantially more than a ‘pocket’?
It would be so easy for the PC to come up with
a simple but more accurate plan/marked photo.
Several residents have contacted the PC saying
they cannot comment on their “impression of the
options”. But get a negative or no response. Why
won’t they reveal what their plans really are?

STILL NO COMPROMISE

The proposals are more
likely to look like this

James Carr said the EA has specific criteria when
considering permit for work applications and wants
to see a proportion of planting alongside any
revetment, but no details regarding their criteria
will be disclosed. However, another EA officer
states: “we have given pre-application advice
based on the Council’s proposed options”.
While research finds that a new Environment
Act become law during the UK’s hosting of the
COP26. It states that “developments deliver at
least 10% increase in biodiversity”.
The PC’s proposal would deliver over 65%
increase in biodiversity, however, most of the
revetment is ‘replacement’ not ‘development’.
So is that really a valid argument for not
compromising on the proposal?

STILL NOT LISTENING
Isn’t it time the PC accepted the considerable
opposition to their plans, worked out a compromise
with the wishes and needs of residents and invited
representation of residents onto the working party;
especially those who have local knowledge of the
Green.
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